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Proton MR Spectroscopy in Acute Middle Cerebral Artery Stroke

Jonathan H. Gillard, Peter B. Barker, Peter C. M. van Zijl, R. Nick Bryan, and Stephen M. Oppenheimer

PURPOSE: To investigate the feasibility of performing multisection proton MR spectroscopy in
patients with acute stroke, and to determine whether this imaging technique can depict ischemic
or infarcted brain regions. METHODS: Multisection proton MR spectroscopy, MR imaging, and MR
angiography were performed within 24 hours of stroke onset (mean, 12 hours) in 12 patients who
had had a stroke of the middle cerebral artery. Spectra were analyzed from brain regions containing
T2 hyperintensity abnormalities on MR images, from regions immediately adjacent to these
abnormalities, and from anatomically similar contralateral regions. Areas of brain containing
lactate were compared with areas of T2 hyperintensities on MR images. RESULTS: One data set
was discarded because of excessive artifacts from patient motion. Regions of T2 hyperintensities
on MR images were found to contain elevated lactate (all 11 cases) and reduced N-acetyl-aspartate
(10 of 11 cases) relative to contralateral measurements. Lactate levels in regions adjacent to
T2 hyperintensities were not significantly different from those of infarcted brain. On the other
hand, N-acetyl-aspartate was significantly lower in regions of infarction compared with periinfarct
tissue. Areas of brain containing elevated lactate significantly exceeded those of T2 abnormality.
CONCLUSIONS: Proton MR spectroscopy is feasible for imaging patients with acute stroke. In the
early stages of stroke, tissue containing elevated lactate but no other spectroscopic or MR imaging
abnormality can be identified. Such regions may represent an ischemic zone at risk of infarction.
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Findings on conventional magnetic reso-
nance (MR) images are generally either normal
or nonspecific during the early stages of isch-
emia, and do not provide information concern-
ing areas at risk of infarction (1, 2). Proton MR
spectroscopy, however, is able to provide infor-
mation about metabolic changes that may oc-
cur before the onset of changes seen on com-
puted tomographic (CT) scans or T2-weighted
MR images in the acute setting (3). Various
metabolite signals may be detected in a proton
MR spectrum, including lactate, an indicator of
ischemia in the acute phase of stroke, and N-
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acetyl-aspartate (NAA), believed to be a neu-
ronal marker (4). Proton MR spectroscopy,
therefore, in conjunction with MR imaging and
MR angiography, has the potential to become a
useful diagnostic tool for use in the evaluation of
acute stroke.
The earliest studies of proton MR spectros-

copy in human stroke used single-voxel local-
ization techniques (5, 6). With the use of this
methodology, it has been found that elevated
lactate and decreased NAA levels can be de-
tected in cases of acute (, 24 hours) (7–10),
subacute (24 hours to 7 days) (6, 10, 11), and
late subacute (. 7 days) (5, 7, 11–14) stroke.
Single-voxel techniques, however, do not pro-
vide information regarding the spatial distribu-
tion and extent of metabolic abnormalities, and
require that the location of the ischemic or in-
farcted region be already known or visible on
MR images. There have, therefore, been efforts
to develop spectroscopic imaging methods for
the study of cerebral ischemia, either in one
(15–17) or two (18–20) spatial dimensions. A
single case study of a patient with acute stroke
3
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has been reported (3) in which researchers used
the newly developed technique of multisection
spectroscopic imaging (21). The purpose of
this investigation was to use multisection proton
MR spectroscopy to study 12 patients in whom
acute stroke of the middle cerebral artery
(MCA) had been diagnosed.

Subjects and Methods
Five men and seven women with acute stroke of the

MCA were studied. Their mean age was 62 6 13 years;
three had a history of stroke and 2 had a history of tran-
sient ischemic attacks; three were diabetic and nine had a
history of hypertension. The mean time from onset of
stroke to MR spectroscopy was 12 hours (range, 2 to 24
hours). In addition, an asymptomatic 74-year-old male
volunteer was studied as a control subject.

MR studies were done on a 1.5-T scanner. The scanning
protocol consisted of six series, with a total scan time of
approximately 90 minutes. In the first two series, sagittal
T1 localizer images were obtained followed by axial dou-
ble-echo T2-weighted images. The third and fourth series
consisted of time-of-flight MR angiography of the carotid
artery bifurcation (series 3) and intracranial vessels (series
4) in the region of the circle of Willis. For series 5, a set of
four oblique axial T1-weighted spin-echo MR images
(400/20/1 [repetition time/echo time/excitations]) was
obtained at the same section locations and thicknesses as
for the MR spectroscopic sections in series 6 (see following
description) for anatomic coregistration of the metabolic
images and prescription of outer-volume saturation sec-
tion locations. Series 6 involved multisection two-dimen-
sional proton MR spectroscopy with a spin-echo pulse
sequence with octagonal outer-volume saturation pulses
and water suppression using a chemical-shift selective
saturation sequence (21–23). Four 15-mm-thick oblique
sections (2300/272/1) were interleaved with a gap of 2.5
mm. Field homogeneity was optimized manually (5 min-
utes) by means of linear (X, Y, and Z) shim corrections
only over the entire volume covered by the four MR spec-
troscopic sections. The size of the MR spectroscopic data
matrix was 32 3 32 3 256 points; a circular k-space
sampling scheme resulted in a total data acquisition time
of 30 minutes. The nominal in-plane resolution was 7.5 3
7.5 mm, leading to a nominal voxel size of approximately
0.8 cm3. MR spectroscopic data sets were processed with
multidimensional Fourier transformation after cosine apo-
dization in the k-space domains, and exponential filtering
in the time-domain corresponding to a line broadening of 3
Hz. Residual water signals were removed by digital high-
pass filtration (24). A susceptibility correction was applied
to each voxel’s spectra and was based on the frequency of
the NAA peak; the program searched for the NAA fre-
quency in each voxel, and then shifted the data left or right
so that the NAA peak resonated at exactly 2.02 ppm.
Metabolic images were reconstructed from the peaks at
3.2, 3.0, 2.0, and 1.3 ppm, representing choline, creatine,
NAA, and lactate, respectively, by integrating peak areas,
and linear interpolation by a factor of 8, giving a final
image matrix size of 256 3 256. Metabolite images were
overlaid with edge-detected MR images (series 5) for an-
atomic registration.

Sequences 1 through 4 were repeated at 72 hours, or
later, after the onset of stroke in 11 of the 12 patients. MR
imaging studies were initially interpreted by the attending
radiologist (and by one of the authors) on the day of the
study with no knowledge of the MR spectroscopic data. In
addition, long-repetition-time images were interpreted
during analysis of the MR spectroscopic spectra. MR spec-
troscopic studies were analyzed independently and a con-
sensus was reached. The relative quality of the studies in
terms of spectral resolution, lipid contamination, and mo-
tion artifacts, when compared with the quality of MR spec-
troscopic studies obtainable with this technique in healthy
volunteers (21), were rated on an arbitrary 4-point scale
(1 5 poor, 2 5 adequate, 3 5 good, and 4 5 excellent).

Spectroscopic data were analyzed in three ways; first, a
region-of-interest approach was used; integrals for cho-
line, creatine, NAA, and lactate were calculated from re-
gions of interest presumed to be infarcted on the basis of
MR T2 hyperintensities and from adjacent regions (more
than one pixel distant) with a normal T2 MR appearance.
These were then compared with spectra from normal-
appearing contralateral brain regions in similar anatomic
locations. Ratios of ipsilateral to contralateral metabolite
integrals were calculated. Since lactate is not detectable in
normal brain with the method used in the current study
(21), stroke lactate integrals were expressed relative to the
contralateral creatine integral (14, 25). Spectra consistent
with tissue at risk of infarction were identified if they con-
tained lactate, had a normal MR appearance on T2-
weighted sequences, and had a significant NAA content
($50% compared with the contralateral spectrum). A res-
onance was only assigned to lactate if it had a chemical
shift of exactly 1.33 ppm and a doublet structure with a
7-Hz coupling constant.

In the second part of the spectroscopic analysis, de-
signed to quantify and compare the spatial extent of spec-
troscopic and MR abnormalities, areas of elevated lactate
signal and T2 hyperintensities (in the section exhibiting the
greatest abnormalities) were calculated. One of the inves-
tigators manually traced the edges of the regions of ab-
normal signal intensity by using the program Image 1.49
(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md). The program
then calculated the area of the manually selected regions.
All area measurements were expressed as a function of the
total area of the affected hemisphere, including the ven-
tricular spaces. Finally, spectroscopic images were also
evaluated visually by two of the investigators to screen for
metabolic abnormalities that may not have been detected
with either of the above approaches.

A completed MCA stroke was defined as persistence of
a neurologic deficit for more than 24 hours and the pres-
ence of clinically appropriate T2-weighted MR corrobora-
tion of stroke on day 1 and/or day 3 (or later). Statistical
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analysis was performed with the nonparametric Wilcox-
on’s signed rank test using the program Statview II (Aba-
cus Concepts, Berkeley, Calif). Significance was defined
as P 5 .05. Ethical approval was obtained from the Joint
Committee for Clinical Investigation of the Johns Hopkins
Hospital. Informed consent was obtained before patients
were included in the study, either directly from the patient
or from a close relative.

Results

MR spectroscopy was performed successfully
in 11 (92%) of 12 patients; the data set for one
patient was discarded owing to motion artifacts.
All 4 sections were imaged in 7 (64%) of the 11
patients in whom sets of data were analyzed;
only 1 section was imaged in the other 4 pa-
tients (36%), because of patient movement or
inability to tolerate MR spectroscopy in addition
to the T2-weighted and angiographic se-
quences. No studies were rated as excellent
(Table 1).
The mean area of brain regions containing

elevated lactate signals was 15% (range, 1% to
96%), expressed as a function of the total ipsi-
lateral hemispheric area. The mean area of T2
abnormality was 5% (range, 0% to 9%). The
TABLE 1: MR spectroscopic findings in 11 patients

Patient

Time of MR
Spectroscopy
from Stroke

Onset,
hours

Ratio of Areas of
Elevated Lactate to

Area of T2
Abnormality

Detection of
Tissue at Risk of

Infarction

No. of MR
Spectroscopic

Sections

Quality of MR
Spectroscopic Study

Time to
Follow-up
Study

Progression
to Infarction
of Tissue at

Risk

1 9 1.12 No 4 Good . . . . . .
2 21 `* Yes 4 Good Patient

died on
day 3

. . .

3 7 1.77 Yes 4 Adequate Day 3 Yes
4 24 2.36 Yes 4 Good Day 8 Yes†
5 19 1.10 No 1 Poor . . . . . .
7 19 3.43 Yes 1 Poor Day 3 No
8 21 0.15 No 1 Adequate . . . . . .
9 2 1.47 Yes 4 Adequate Day 3 Yes
10 7 1.17 No 4 Adequate . . . . . .
11 8 1.84 Yes 1 Good Day 3 Yes
12 9 0.97 No 4 Poor . . . . . .

Note.—Data from patient 6 were discarded owing to excessive artifacts caused by patient motion.
* No T2 hyperintensity was detected.
† Only part of the tissue at risk of infarction (identified on day 1) progressed to infarction on follow-up.

TABLE 2: Metabolite levels in areas of T2 hyperintensity and surrounding areas

Patient

Lactate* N-Actyl Aspartate† Choline† Creatine†

Area of T2
Abnormality

Region
Around

Abnormality

Area of T2
Abnormality

Region
Around

Abnormality

Area of T2
Abnormality

Region
Around

Abnormality

Area of T2
Abnormality

Region
Around

Abnormality

1 2.21 . . . 0.53 . . . 1.18 . . . 1.25 . . .
2 4.60 2.71 0.34 0.51 1.18 1.12 1.28 1.27
3 0.65 1.03 0.72 1.09 0.89 1.55 1.14 1.11
4 1.69 1.06 0.70 0.95 1.02 1.22 1.39 1.43
5 5.48 . . . 1.07 . . . 0.70 . . . 1.63 . . .
7 1.99 2.41 0.29 0.66 0.49 1.75 0.49 0.66
8 1.60 . . . 0.47 . . . 0.65 . . . 0.72 . . .
9 1.47 1.05 0.83 1.49 1.28 0.57 0.96 1.36
10 2.24 . . . 0.90 . . . 1.40 . . . 0.93 . . .
11 3.22 3.51 0.56 0.57 0.80 0.69 1.51 1.37
12 0.72 . . . 0.86 . . . 0.70 . . . 0.98 . . .

Note.—Data from patient 6 were discarded owing to excessive artifacts caused by patient motion.
* Lactate integral was expressed as a ratio of the contralateral creatine integral, because no contralateral lactate signals were detectable.
† N-acetyl-aspartate, choline, and creatine integrals were expressed as ratios of the integral of the same metabolite in the contralateral voxel.
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Fig 1. A 74-year-old healthy volunteer.
A, T1-weighted MR images show locations of the four oblique sections used for spectroscopic imaging oriented parallel to the line of

the anterior commissure–posterior commissure. Figure continues.
ratios of the areas of elevated lactate signal to
T2 abnormalities are shown in Table 1. The area
of elevated lactate significantly exceeded that of
the T2 abnormalities in 9 (82%) of 11 cases
(P 5 .04).
Lactate was detected in 11 (100%) of 11 pa-

tients who were imaged successfully (Table 2)
(P , .01 for the area of T2 abnormality and P ,
.05 for the region around the T2 abnormality).
NAA was reduced in the areas of T2 abnormal-
ity in 10 (91%) of 11 cases as compared with
the NAA signal in similarly positioned contralat-
eral areas of interest (P , .01). In regions adja-
cent to the T2 hyperintensities, NAA was not
significantly different from contralateral NAA
levels (P 5 .25), but was significantly higher
than in the area of T2 abnormality (P , .05).
Choline was not significantly different in either
the area of T2 abnormality (P 5 .86) or the
adjacent areas (P 5 .46) as compared with the
contralateral choline signal.
Figure 1 shows representative spectroscopic
images from a 74-year-old volunteer subject.
Figure 1A shows the locations of the four 15-
mm-thick MR spectroscopic sections. Meta-
bolic images and selected spectra from section
2 are shown in Figure 1B and C. Representative
examples of MR spectroscopy and MR imaging
from three patients are shown in Figures 2
through 4. Figure 2A is an MR spectroscopic
image of patient 2 (with an occluded left internal
carotid artery [ICA] and MCA); the figure shows
a marked reduction of NAA levels and wide-
spread elevation of lactate in most of the left
hemisphere. A relative increase in choline is
also seen, particularly in the posterior white
matter regions. Representative spectra from
each hemisphere are shown in Figure 2B; note
the medial region (spectrum 4), which contains
both NAA and lactate. T2-weighted MR images
showed mild hyperintensity and swelling of the
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Fig 1, continued.
B, T1-weighted and spectroscopic images (choline [Cho], N-acetyl-aspartate [NAA], and lactate [Lac]) from section 2.
C, Representative spectra from selected voxels of section 2.
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Fig 2. Patient 2: tandem occlusion of left internal and
middle cerebral arteries was seen at MR angiography.

A, T2-weighted MR image, showing motion artifact, and
MR spectrographic images of N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA),
choline (Cho), and lactate (Lac) from section 2, showing
elevated lactate and reduced NAA in the left middle cere-
bral artery (MCA) and left posterior cerebral artery (PCA)
territories. Also note increased choline, particularly in the
posterior white matter region (arrow).

B, T1-weighted MR image and selected proton spectra
show decreased NAA and increased lactate in the infarcted
left MCA and PCA territories, essentially normal contralat-
eral metabolism, and a medial region consistent with tissue
potentially at risk of infarction with both lactate and pre-
served NAA (voxel 4).
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Fig 3. Patient 4: right internal carotid artery occlusion
and low flow in right middle cerebral artery were seen at
MR angiography.

A, T2-weighted MR image and MR spectrographic im-
ages of N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA), lactate (Lac), and cho-
line (Cho) from section 2 show the presence of lactate in
the right basal ganglia extending laterally and posteriorly.
NAA shows a moderate decrease in a similar distribution,
and choline is elevated, particularly in the anterior white
matter. Figure continues.
left hemisphere. The patient died from massive
cerebral infarction on day 3.
Patient 4 had an occlusion of the right ICA

and reduced flow in the right MCA (as docu-
mented by both MR angiography and conven-
tional X-ray angiography). Findings on T2-
weighted MR images were essentially normal at
the initial examination, with only slight hyperin-
tensity in the right basal ganglia; however, sig-
nificant increases in lactate were found in the
right basal ganglia extending laterally to the
posterior temporoparietal lobe (Figs 3A and B).
NAA was only slightly decreased in a similar
spatial distribution, and choline was elevated in
the insular white matter. Follow-up MR studies
at 7 days and at 5 months showed that the right
basal ganglia had progressed to complete in-
farction, whereas the more lateral regions ap-
parently resolved with no further T2 abnormal-
ities.
Figure 4A shows T2-weighted MR images

and spectroscopic images in patient 11. The
T2-weighted MR images exhibited increased
signal in the left temporoparietal region 8 hours
after the onset of stroke. Metabolic images
showed decreased NAA in the same distribu-
tion, and a slightly larger region of abnormal
lactate accumulation, particularly posterior to
the region of infarction (Fig 4A). Of note is the
spectrum from voxel 3 of Figure 4B, which ex-
hibits elevated lactate, near-normal levels of
NAA, and no MR abnormalities, consistent with
tissue potentially at risk of infarction. By day 3,
this region also exhibited T2 hyperintensity (Fig
4C), suggesting that the previously ischemic
tissue had progressed to infarction.

Discussion

Feasibility and Technical Considerations for
Proton MR Spectroscopy in Acute Stroke

MR spectroscopic images in healthy volun-
teers have previously been characterized by a
near-uniform distribution of NAA, with reduc-
tions only in the most caudal section and ab-
sence from the cerebrospinal fluid spaces, such
as the lateral ventricles (21). With the method
used in the current study, no lactate was de-
tected in healthy subjects (Fig 1) (21), and cho-
line was distributed, fairly uniformly, with
slightly higher levels in white matter than in
cortical gray matter (26). Spectroscopic im-
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Fig 3, continued.
B, Selected proton spectra from section 2 show a relative reduction in NAA and the presence of lactate in the right anterior voxel. A

voxel in a more posterolateral region of the right hemisphere again shows a small relative reduction in NAA and the presence of lactate,
although smaller than anteriorly. Spectra from similar regions of interest in the left hemisphere are normal.

C, Essentially normal findings are seen on T2-weighted image at day 1, except for a slight increase in signal in the right corona radiata
(arrow), which progresses to infarction by day 7. At 5 months, the region of hyperintensity is smaller, but a second small infarct has
developed anterior to the right frontal horn of the lateral ventricle (vertical arrow).
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Fig 4. Patient 11: patent major vessels were seen at
MR angiography.

A, T2-weighted MR image shows increased signal in the
left temporoparietal region 8 hours after onset of stroke.
MR spectroscopic images of N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA),
lactate (Lac), and choline (Cho) show the presence of
lactate in the left temporoparietal region and a subtle de-
crease in NAA (arrows). Figure continues.
ages free from lipid contamination and without
significant attenuation from the effects of the
outer-volume saturation pulses can be recorded
to within 1 cm of the skull in most cases. How-
ever, MR spectroscopic images are susceptible
to a number of artifacts; for instance, artifactual
hyperintensity can sometimes result from poor
water or lipid suppression, while artifactual hy-
pointensity may result from field inhomogeneity
caused by either insufficient shimming or mag-
netic susceptibility effects from air/tissue inter-
faces (particularly in the frontal regions). All of
these artifacts are readily identifiable on inspec-
tion of the corresponding spectrum from the
region of interest; all spectroscopic images dis-
played in this article are, therefore, accompa-
nied by plots of representative spectra from ap-
propriate regions of interest. The main uses for
the spectroscopic image display mode are,
therefore, as an appropriate means of screening
a large number of spectra for potential abnor-
malities and as a visual means of evaluating the
location and extent of the metabolic abnormal-
ities. Spectral inspection, however, is always
necessary to confirm the findings of the spec-
troscopic image display.
The quality of the MR imaging and MR spec-
troscopy studies of the patients was often sig-
nificantly degraded as compared with that of the
volunteer studies because of the effects of head
motion. For the MR spectroscopy studies, pa-
tient motion resulted in reduced spectral reso-
lution, increased lipid contamination from peri-
cranial fat, and decreased signal-to-noise
ratios; 3 (25%) of 12 patient studies were rated
as poor (Table 1), and one examination was
completely uninterpretable. In two studies, 1 or
more sections of the 4-section sequence were
uninterpretable. To reduce data acquisition
time, in 2 patients, only 1 section was recorded
with a reduced repetition time (1500 millisec-
onds instead of 2300 milliseconds for the 4-sec-
tion sequence), resulting in approximately 35%
reduction in data acquisition time. Future stud-
ies would be improved by use of head immobi-
lization devices and sedation (where medically
appropriate), and by the use of faster MR spec-
troscopy data-acquisition methods, such as
multiple spin echoes (27). Nevertheless, inter-
pretable data were obtained in 11 (91%) of 12
patients in the study, indicating feasibility even
with the existing method.
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Fig 4, continued.
B, T2-weighted MR image and representative spectra from the left and right temporoparietal areas exhibit increased lactate and

decreased choline on the left. Note the tissue at risk of infarction in voxel 3, which has lactate, NAA, and a normal appearance on
T2-weighted MR image.

C, T2-weighted MR images 1 day, 3 days, and 7 months after onset of stroke. The region identified at risk of infarction (arrows) (voxel
3 on day 1 MR spectroscopic image [4B]) by day 3 shows hyperintensity on the T2-weighted MR image; however, at 7 months, the MR
appearance is normal once more in this region.
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Detection of Tissue at Risk of Infarction

Lactate is believed to be a sensitive indicator
of ischemia in very early stroke (,24 hours); in
animal studies, lactate rises rapidly from base-
line levels to a steady state (proportional to the
preischemic blood glucose level [28, 29]) within
10 to 15 minutes after induction of cardiac ar-
rest (30). Lactate also increases above baseline
levels in focal, incomplete ischemia once the
cerebral blood flow has fallen below 20 mL/100
g per minute (31). In our study, elevated lactate
was observed in all 11 patients who were
scanned successfully. Lactate has also been re-
ported to be elevated in the subacute and
chronic stages of human cerebral infarction (3,
5, 7, 11, 12, 14, 16–19, 32), and also in numer-
ous other neuropathologies. Lactate, therefore,
is not necessarily a specific indicator of acute
cerebral ischemia. The NAA resonance is ab-
sent or depleted from lesions known to involve
neuronal/axonal loss, such as brain tumors
(33), infarcts (5, 6), multiple sclerosis (34), or
seizure foci (35, 36). For this reason, NAA is
believed to be a neuronal/axonal marker (4).
NAA reductions were observed in 10 (91%) of
the 11 patients with acute stroke who were suc-
cessfully studied here. Although the time course
(and blood flow dependence) of the changes in
NAA during cerebral ischemia have yet to be
examined in detail, it has been reported that the
signal from N-acetyl groups decreases rapidly
by 10% within 1 hour after induction of global
cerebral ischemia (37), and that during focal
ischemia, NAA decreases more slowly, with a
half-life of several hours (38). Further work,
however, is required to establish the relation-
ship between NAA levels and preservation of
neuronal function and to ascertain its value as a
quantitative index of neuronal loss.
Because it is generally accepted that findings

on conventional spin-echo MR images are also
usually normal in the first few hours after the
onset of ischemia (38, 39), we propose that in
patients who have sudden onset of symptoms
that are consistent with cerebrovascular dis-
ease, brain regions that contain elevated lactate
but that are otherwise normal in terms of their
spectroscopy and imaging characteristics may
represent ischemic tissue at risk of infarction.
Such regions were identified in 55% of the pa-
tients in our study. However, several caveats
must be considered before equating such areas
with an “ischemic penumbra” (40–42). These
caveats are discussed below.
Various definitions of the penumbra have

been proposed (40–42), and it is apparent that
different flow thresholds exist for the failure of
different processes (40). For instance, protein
synthesis may begin to decline and selective
neuronal loss may occur at relatively high blood
flows (30 to 50 mL/100 g per minute) (40),
whereas functional (electroencephalographic
activity) and metabolic alterations (eg, decline
in pH and high energy phosphates) occur at
lower blood flows (15 to 25 mL/100 g per
minute) (40). The relationship between lactate,
NAA levels, MR imaging parameters, and blood
flow (and length of time of ischemia), and the
underlying histopathologic changes have yet to
be examined in detail (38). Therefore, the rela-
tionship between these imaging parameters and
the conventional definitions of the ischemic
penumbra remains to be established.
In a recent study of permanent, focal isch-

emia in a rat model, it was found that at 7 hours
after MCA occlusion the area of brain that was
found to contain lactate was larger than the area
of histologically defined necrosis (or adenosine
triphosphate depletion and acidosis) (43). One
explanation for this observation is that lactate
may diffuse out of the infarct into the surround-
ing tissue. Therefore, it has been suggested that
periinfarct lactate may not be an indicator of
ischemic tissue. While this cannot be dis-
counted, other observations might negate this
hypothesis. First, spectroscopic imaging stud-
ies of other lactate-containing lesions (for in-
stance, brain tumors [44, 45]) show no evi-
dence of perilesional lactate. Second, cerebral
lactate concentrations are strictly dependent on
pyruvate levels and the redox state of the cell
(46); therefore, in nonischemic tissue, lactate
should be converted to pyruvate and metabo-
lized via the tricarboxylic acid cycle.
Comparison of MR spectroscopic images and

MR images is complicated by the different spa-
tial resolution of the two techniques. It is impor-
tant to recognize the limited spatial resolution of
the MR spectroscopic data sets and to appreci-
ate that intervoxel signal contamination can oc-
cur between adjacent voxels (23). Therefore, a
voxel of normal brain that lies immediately ad-
jacent to a lactate-containing infarct could eas-
ily be mistaken for penumbra, since it will have
a normal MR appearance but may seem to con-
tain some lactate signal, which actually origi-
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nates from the adjacent voxel. Similarly, area
measurements on images obtained with the dif-
ferent techniques will suffer from different de-
grees of digitization error (ie, error will be much
greater in the areas measured on the lactate
images than in areas on the high-resolution MR
images). Such variations in measurement error,
however, do not invalidate statistical compari-
sons of the different area measurements.
It is well known that lipid signals can mistak-

enly be assigned as lactate by inexperienced
spectroscopists, since they both resonate in
similar regions of the proton spectrum. Con-
tamination may occur from pericranial lipid sig-
nals when head motion occurs, and it has also
been suggested that ischemic brain tissue itself
may exhibit an increase in free lipid signals
(47). The data acquisition method of the current
study was designed to minimize lipid signals in
two ways: outer-volume suppression pulses
were used to saturate pericranial lipid signals,
and the use of a long echo time also signifi-
cantly attenuated all short T2 (lipid) resonances
in the spectrum. In the data analysis, great care
was taken to distinguish lactate from lipid sig-
nals. An assignment of lactate was made only if
a doublet structure (J 5 7 Hz) was observed at
exactly 1.33 ppm. Normally, data sets were
processed with a line-broadening of 3 Hz; in
some instances, this caused the splitting of the
lactate doublet to be obscured. In these cases,
spectra were reprocessed without line-broaden-
ing or even slight resolution enhancement
(lorentzian-to-gaussian conversion) in order to
determine whether an unresolved coupling was
present.
It could be argued that if the penumbra rep-

resents an area of functionally (electroencepha-
lographically) inert yet structurally intact tissue,
no neuronal loss and therefore no decline in
NAA (if assumed to be a neuronal marker)
would be expected. However, one of the defini-
tions of the penumbra (41) describes selective
neuronal loss as one of its features, and a recent
review article also indicates that selective neu-
ronal loss occurs at blood flows as high as 30 to
50 mL/100 g per minute (40). Therefore, in the
current study, a 50% threshold for NAA levels
seems reasonable for defining tissue at risk of
infarction. Experiments in focal, permanent
MCA occlusion in the baboon indicate a 50%
loss of NAA after about 6 hours of ischemia
(38); this would appear to set the lower limit for
NAA levels in terms of tissue viability.
Given the above caveats, it nevertheless
seems reasonable that tissue that has elevated
lactate (in a clinically appropriate region that
has no other spectroscopic or imaging change)
is consistent with freshly ischemic brain. Identi-
fication of such regions in the early stages of
stroke would represent an important criterion in
selecting patients for possible therapeutic inter-
ventions. Conversely, absence of such regions,
for instance, in the five patients in the current
study in whom only regions containing highly
depleted NAA and T2 hyperintensities were ob-
served, would indicate that the transition to in-
farction has already occurred.
Although technical limitations did not allow a

complete evaluation of all follow-up studies, it is
nevertheless interesting to examine the fate of
the tissue defined as potentially at risk at the
acute stage in selected patients. For instance, in
patient 4, who had an occluded right ICA and
low flow in the right MCA, in the acute stage,
much of the right MCA territory had elevated
lactate with only small reductions in NAA (Fig
3A and B). Follow-up MR images (Fig 3C) in-
dicated that the basal ganglia subsequently in-
farcted, while the more lateral region was
spared; that is, one part of the penumbra in-
farcted while another part resolved. The sparing
of the lateral, cortical region was probably due
to higher blood flow in this region resulting from
collateral circulation, which was not available to
the basal ganglia. In contrast, the tissue at risk
in patient 11 (Fig 4B, voxel 2) subsequently
showed T2 MR imaging hyperintensity at 72
hours (Fig 4C), even though MR angiography
consistently showed patent major vessels. Even
patients with abnormal macrovascular occlu-
sions and large infarcts had evidence of tissue at
risk of infarction; for instance, patient 2, who
had tandem occlusion of the left ICA and MCA
(Fig 2) and high lactate, high choline, and al-
most complete NAA reduction in the left hemi-
sphere, had regions closer to the midline that
had lactate but also preserved NAA levels (Fig
2C, voxel 4).
Another finding of the current study, in indi-

vidual cases, involved changes in the choline
resonance at 3.2 ppm. In the in vivo proton
spectrum, this resonance predominantly con-
sists of glycerophosphocholine and phospho-
choline (48), compounds that are precursors
and breakdown products of membranes. Cho-
line has previously been reported to be either
increased (15, 16) or decreased (18) in human
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cerebral infarction, as was seen in the current
study (increased in five patients, decreased in
six). In the patient in whom choline was ob-
served to be elevated, the ischemic region con-
tained a significant amount of white matter.
Thus, it appears likely that the increase in cho-
line detected here corresponded to the detec-
tion of myelin membrane breakdown products
as the ischemic myelin disintegrated. Increases
in choline have also been observed in other
demyelinating conditions, such as multiple
sclerosis (49) and adrenoleukodystrophy (50).
Decreased choline (and other metabolites)
probably is caused simply by reduced cellular-
ity in the more chronic phase of infarction.
In summary, proton MR spectroscopy is fea-

sible in the clinical setting for the evaluation of
acute stroke. More studies, however, are re-
quired in both humans and in animal models of
cerebral ischemia to fully evaluate the diagnos-
tic and prognostic value of proton MR spectros-
copy. Nevertheless, proton MR spectroscopy
promises to play an important role in the selec-
tion and monitoring of therapeutic interventions
in patients with acute stroke.
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